
Inspiring Women in Safety Award 
Sponsored by L’Oréal  

  

 

 

This award will be made to an individual who has made a significant inspirational impact in the world 

of health, safety and wellbeing, as either a source of inspiration to their colleagues, or due to their 

own individual efforts. This may relate to activities within the workplace, or by use of their skills and 

expertise beyond the workplace.  

 

RoSPA judges will consider how nominees have been a source of inspiration. For example, nominees 

could be junior employees showing passion in the way they work, a rising star who is influencing 

networks beyond their organization, or inspiring senior managers championing gender, diversity and 

inclusion.  All nominees’ achievements will be considered in their own right, with seniority and 

experience not being the most important factor.  

 

Entrants will be required to   

 Complete an Achievement or Industry Sector, Fleet Safety or Leisure Safety Award submission  

 Answer the Key Performance Questions associated with these categories  

 Complete and submit a separate Inspiring Women in Health and Safety nomination form  

  
How to nominate   
 Nominations require a citation of up to 700 words (max), containing a description of why the 

individual has been put forward for consideration, and what make them a source of inspiration.  

 In addition, five items of supporting evidence may be submitted to support the nomination.   

   

The judging process   
 All Nominations will undergo an initial screening process, conducted by the RoSPA Awards 

administration team to ensure the team or individual represents the qualities being looked for by 

the category.  

 All eligible nominations will next be reviewed by an internal team of RoSPA assessors within who 

will fully consider merits of nominations received for each Inspiration Award type.  

 RoSPA nomination assessors reserve the right cross check the information and evidence presented 

by contacting either the nominator or nominee for additional details. Following this process, a 

shortlisting will be made of those with trophy-winning potential, before the category’s 

independent judging panel meet to select a single overall trophy winner. 

 

   

 

Please note: This guide provides an overview of the entry criteria for this category. It is not intended for reference 
when preparing your submission. Registered entrants will receive comprehensive entry guidance notes. 
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